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The Mullendore Murder Case
In 1977, four teenagers are murdered near and on Fort Leonard Wood, Missouri. This book is
written by the first responder to the call, Missouri State Highway Patrol Trooper J.B. King. He
goes back in time to tell it how it was from the moment of the crime until the conviction of
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Military Police Game Warden Johnny Lee Thornton. Riveting!

A Good Month for Murder
A follow up to the 2016 best-selling true-crime book, Gitchie Girl, this new installment in the
saga of the lone survivor of a 1973 massacre plunges the reader even deeper into the events
of the night and the subsequent investigation that brought the killers to justice.

The Camp Scott Murders
A spooky history of the American Midwest—from grave robbers to ghost sightings and
more—by the author of Creepy California. Most people think of the American Midwest as a
place of wheat fields and family farms; cozy small towns and wholesome communities. But
there’s more to the story of America’s Heartland—a dark history of strange tales and unsettling
facts hidden just beneath its quaint pastoral image. In Horror in the Heartland, historian Keven
McQueen offers a guided tour of terrible crimes and eccentric characters; haunted houses and
murder-suicides; mad doctors, body snatchers, and pranks gone comically—and
tragically—wrong. From tales of the booming grave-robbing industry of late 19th-century
Indiana to the story of a Michigan physician who left his estate to his pet monkeys, McQueen
investigates a spooky and twisted side of Indiana, Ohio, Kansas, Nebraska, Iowa, Minnesota,
Wisconsin, and Michigan. Exploring burial customs, unexplained deaths, ghost stories,
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premature burials, bizarre murders, peculiar wills and much more, this creepy collection
reveals the region’s untold stories and offers intriguing, if sometimes macabre, insights into
human nature.

Don't Look Behind You
A collection of true-crime tales features individuals who are targeted by random and known
perpetrators and includes the main story, "North to Alaska," in which two families are drawn
into a web of intrigue by a 30-year-old murder. Original.

The Burger Chef Murders in Indiana
On a February night in 1897, the general store in Walford, Iowa, burned down. The next
morning, townspeople discovered a charred corpse in the ashes. Everyone knew that the
store’s owner, Frank Novak, had been sleeping in the store as a safeguard against burglars.
Now all that remained were a few of his personal items scattered under the body. At first, it
seemed to be a tragic accident mitigated just a bit by Novak’s foresight in buying generous life
insurance policies to provide for his family. But soon an investigation by the ambitious new
county attorney, M. J. Tobin, turned up evidence suggesting that the dead man might actually
be Edward Murray, a hard-drinking local laborer. Relying upon newly developed forensic
techniques, Tobin gradually built a case implicating Novak in Murray’s murder. But all he had
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was circumstantial evidence, and up to that time few murder convictions had been won on that
basis in the United States. Others besides Tobin were interested in the case, including several
companies that had sold Novak life insurance policies. One agency hired detectives to track
down every clue regarding the suspect’s whereabouts. Newspapers across the country ran
sensational headlines with melodramatic coverage of the manhunt. Veteran detective Red
Perrin’s determined trek over icy mountain paths and dangerous river rapids to the raw Yukon
Territory town of Dawson City, which was booming with prospectors as the Klondike gold rush
began, made for especially good copy. Skull in the Ashes traces the actions of Novak, Tobin,
and Perrin, showing how the Walford fire played a pivotal role in each man’s life. Along the
way, author Peter Kaufman gives readers a fascinating glimpse into forensics, detective work,
trial strategies, and prison life at the close of the nineteenth century. As much as it is a chilling
tale of a cold-blooded murder and its aftermath, this is also the story of three ambitious young
men and their struggle to succeed in a rapidly modernizing world.

Reasonable Doubt
"Because of the Hate" is the true story about the murder of Jerry Bailey, a beloved high school
football coach in Oklahoma. In 1976, Jerry Bailey had resigned as the Sapulpa High School
head football coach but was murdered by his assistant Paul Reagor Jr. The book goes into
detail about the day the coaches went missing, the murder, the trial and the fall out from it. Five
years removed from winning a state championship in Nowata, Jerry Bailey had ended his run
as the head coach at Sapulpa and was ready to move on to another high school and another
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football team. However, Bailey and his assistant, Reagor, left school on a January morning and
never returned. An exhaustive search eventually found both coaches the next day but only one
was still alive. Reagor was found inside of an abandoned farmhouse several towns away from
Sapulpa and Bailey was dead inside of the truck of Reagor's car. Why did Reagor kill Bailey?
Why did they leave the school that day? The town of Sapulpa has never really discussed the
murder out of respect for Bailey's wife and children. It left nothing but rumor, speculation and
questions, but now, over 40 years later, every question can be answered.

Hell in the Heartland
"On December 6, 1991, the naked, bound-and-gagged bodies of four girls--each one shot in
the head--were found in an I Can't Believe It's Yogurt! shop in Austin, Texas. Grief, shock, and
horror spread out from their families and friends to overtake the city itself. Though all branches
of law enforcement were brought to bear, the investigation was often misdirected and after
eight years only two men (then teenagers) were tried; moreover, their subsequent convictions
were eventually overturned, and Austin PD detectives are still working on what is now a very
cold case"--

Murder in the Heartland
June 13th, 1977, Rural Eastern Oklahoma. Three young girls are brutally murdered on the first
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night of what should have been a fun-filled week of learning and camaraderie at Camp Scott, a
Girl Scouts of America property. Three lives taken in the night, without a sound, and only a
short distance away from where the counselors slept.“The Camp Scott Murders” unveils the
facts around one of the most bizarre and tragic crimes in the history of Oklahoma. This facts-ata-glance guide to this old-case is a resource of information, covering the events that have
unfolded across the course of 37 years. Hear from the people who were there, both before and
after the night those hideous crimes were committed, and read a full chapter dedicated to the
1978 preliminary trial containing the evidence that was reviewed.

Tent Number Eight
Edgar Award Finalist: The true story of the female Norwegian immigrant who led a secret life
as a serial killer in the early twentieth-century Midwest. On the morning of April 27, 1908, the
farmhand on a lonely property outside La Porte, Indiana, woke to the smell of smoke. He tried
to rouse the lady of the house, the towering Belle Poulsdatter Sorenson Gunness, and he
called the names of her three children—but they didn’t answer, and the farmhand barely
escaped alive. The house burned to the foundation, and in the rubble, firemen found the
corpses of Belle, her two daughters, and her son. The discovery raised two chilling questions:
Who started the fire, and who cut off Belle’s head? As investigators searched the property,
they uncovered something astonishing: The remains of a dozen or more men and children who
had been murdered with poison or cleaver were buried beneath the hog pen. It turned out Belle
Gunness was one of the most prolific serial killers in American history. And when the
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investigation revealed that the body found in the fire might not have been hers, the people of
La Porte were forced to confront the terrifying realization that Belle might have gotten out alive.
Nominated for an Edgar Award for best factual crime story, The Truth about Belle Gunness is
based on extensive interviews with witnesses and residents of La Porte who knew Belle and
her family. Perfect for fans of In Cold Blood or The Devil in the White City, it is a “magnificent
[and] brilliantly written” exploration of a highly unusual murderer (The New York Times).

Horror in the Heartland
The remote farming community of Murdock, Nebraska, seemed to be the least likely setting for
one of the heartland's most ruthless and bloody double murders in decades. But on the night of
Easter 2006, Wayne and Sharmon Stock were brutally murdered in their home. The murders
garnered sensational front-page headlines and drew immediate statewide attention. Practically
everybody around Murdock was filled with fear, panic, and outrage. The Stocks were the
essence of Nebraska's all-American farm family, self-made, God-fearing, and of high moral
character. Barely a week into this double murder investigation, two arrests brought a sense of
relief to the victims' family and to local residents. The case appeared to fall neatly into place
when a tiny speck of murder victim Wayne Stocks blood appeared in the alleged getaway car.
Then, an obscure clue left at the crime scene took the investigation down a totally different
path, stretching into Iowa, Louisiana, New York, Texas, and Wisconsin. By the time this
investigation was over, the charges against the original suspects were dismissed and two new
individuals emerged from the shadows. Author John Ferak covered the Stock murders from the
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very beginning, including all of the trial proceedings. When the criminal prosecution finally
ended in 2007, he remained puzzled by one nagging question: Why was the blood of victim
Wayne Stock in a car that was ultimately proven to have no connection to the murders? Over
the next few years, the astonishing "bloody lies" were revealed, culminating in a law
enforcement scandal that turned the case on its head and destroyed the career of Nebraska's
celebrated CSI director, David Kofoed. Book jacket.

Freedom's Child
Over 13 months in 1976-1977, four children were abducted in the Detroit suburbs, each of
them held for days before their still-warm bodies were dumped in the snow near public
roadsides. The Oakland County Child Murders spawned panic across southeast Michigan,
triggering the most extensive manhunt in U.S. history. Yet after less than two years, the task
force created to find the killer was shut down without naming a suspect. The case "went cold"
for more than 30 years, until a chance discovery by one victim's family pointed to the son of a
wealthy General Motors executive: Christopher Brian Busch, a convicted pedophile, was freed
weeks before the fourth child disappeared. Veteran Detroit News reporter Marney Rich Keenan
takes the reader inside the investigation of the still-unsolved murders--seen through the eyes
of the lead detective in the case and the family who cracked it open--revealing evidence of a
decades-long coverup of malfeasance and obstruction that denied justice for the victims.
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The Devil's Harvest
Murder in Plain English
A modern retelling of 20 sensational true crimes, No Place Like Murder reveals the inside
details behind nefarious acts that shocked the Midwest between 1869 and 1950. The stories
chronicle the misdeeds, examining the perpetrators' mindsets, motives, lives, apprehensions,
and trials, as well as what became of them long after. True crime author Janis Thornton
profiles notorious murderers such as Frankie Miller, who was fed up when her fiancé stood her
up for another woman. As fans of the song "Frankie and Johnny" already know, Frankie met
her former lover at the door with a shotgun. Thornton's tales reveal the darker side of life in the
Midwest, including the account of Isabelle Messmer, a plucky young woman who dreamed of
escaping her quiet farm-town life. After she nearly took down two tough Pittsburgh policemen
in 1933, she was dubbed "Gun Girl" and went on to make headlines from coast to coast. In
1942, however, after a murder conviction in Texas, she vowed to do her time and go straight.
Full of intrigue and revelations, No Place Like Murder also features such folks as Chirka and
Rasico, the first two Hoosier men to die in the electric chair after they brutally murdered their
wives in 1913. The two didn't meet until their fateful last night. An enthralling and chilling
collection, No Place Like Murder is sure to thrill true crime lovers.
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Ghettoside
A Pulitzer Prize-winning reporter for the Los Angeles Times discusses the hundreds of
murders that occur in the city each year, and focuses on the story of the dedicated group of
detectives who pursue justice at any cost in the killing of Bryant Tennelle.

Holding My Hand Through Hell
With Reacher, #1 New York Times bestselling author Lee Child has created "a series that
stands in the front rank of modern thrillers" (The Washington Post). Everything starts
somewhere. . . . For elite military cop Jack Reacher, that somewhere was Carter Crossing,
Mississippi, way back in 1997. A lonely railroad track. A crime scene. A coverup. A young
woman is dead, and solid evidence points to a soldier at a nearby military base. But that
soldier has powerful friends in Washington. Reacher is ordered undercover--to find out
everything he can, to control the local police, and then to vanish. Reacher is a good soldier.
But when he gets to Carter Crossing, he finds layers no one saw coming, and the investigation
spins out of control. Local sheriff Elizabeth Deveraux has a thirst for justice--and an appetite for
secrets. Uncertain they can trust one another, Reacher and Deveraux reluctantly join forces.
Reacher works to uncover the truth, while others try to bury it forever. The conspiracy
threatens to shatter his faith in his mission, and turn him into a man to be feared. A novel of
unrelenting suspense that could only come from the pen of #1 New York Times bestselling
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author Lee Child, The Affair is the start of the Reacher saga, a thriller that takes Reacher--and
his readers--right to the edge . . . and beyond.

The Book Thief
Bestselling author Del Quentin Wilber tells the inside story of how a homicide squad---a
dedicated, colorful team of detectives—does its almost impossible job Twelve homicides, three
police-involved shootings and the furious hunt for an especially brutal killer--February 2013
was a good month for murder in suburban Washington, D.C. After gaining unparalleled access
to the homicide unit in Prince George's County, which borders the nation's capital, Del Quentin
Wilber begins shadowing the talented, often quirky detectives who get the call when a body
falls. After a quiet couple of months, all hell breaks loose: suddenly every detective in the
squad is scrambling to solve one shooting and stabbing after another. Meanwhile, the entire
unit is obsessed with a stone-cold "red ball," a high-profile case involving a seventeen-year-old
honor student attacked by a gunman who kicked down the door to her house and shot her in
her bed. Murder is the police investigator's ultimate crucible: to solve a killing, a detective must
speak for the dead. More than any recent book, A Good Month for Murder shows what it takes
to succeed when the stakes couldn't possibly be higher.

No Place Like Murder
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Contraband cargo-young and female-from a wrecked Ukraine freighter washes up on
Rockaway Beach. But one victim died before she even hit the dark waters of the Atlantic. Only
one other story has the power to grab New York ADA Alexandra Cooper's attention-that of a
New York congressman's dive into disgrace following a sordid sex scandal. When Alexandra
discovers that the freighter victim and the congressman's lover are connected in a way that
simply can't be coincidence, it strikes her that these cases aren't as unrelated as they seem.
She unearths a secret that will not only shatter the entire political landscape of New York, but
expose Alexandra to the darkest, most dangerous, and most profoundly disturbing revelation of
her career. Watch a Video

Someone Cry for the Children
A brilliant anthology of modern true-crime writing that illustrates the appeal of this powerful and
popular genre, edited and curated by Sarah Weinman, the award-winning author of The Real
Lolita The appeal of true-crime stories has never been higher. With podcasts like My Favorite
Murder and In the Dark, bestsellers like I’ll Be Gone in the Dark and Furious Hours, and TV
hits like American Crime Story and Wild Wild Country, the cultural appetite for stories of real
people doing terrible things is insatiable. Acclaimed author ofThe Real Lolitaand editor of
Women Crime Writers: Eight Suspense Novels of the 1940s & 50s (Library of America) and
Troubled Daughters, Twisted Wives (Penguin), Sarah Weinman brings together an exemplary
collection of recent true crime tales. She culls together some of the most refreshing and
exciting contemporary journalists and chroniclers of crime working today. Michelle Dean’s “Dee
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Dee Wanted Her Daughter To Be Sick” went viral when it first published and is the basis for the
TV showThe Act and Pamela Colloff’s “The Reckoning,” is the gold standard for forensic
journalism. There are 13 pieces in all and as a collection, they showcase writing about true
crime across the broadest possible spectrum, while also reflecting what makes crime stories so
transfixing and irresistible to the modern reader.

Devil's Knot
On December 16, 2004, a Nodaway County, Missouri, 9-1-1 operator received a frantic call
from the mother of 23-year-old Bobbie Jo Stinnett. The eight-months-pregnant mom-to-be,
Bobbie Jo, had been found lying on her family room floor bleeding profusely and barely
breathing. Most disturbing of all, her baby was gone.

The Snow Killings
Describes how Pennsylvania dentist John Yelenic was murdered by his ex-wife Michele's
boyfriend, Kevin Foley, who believed that Michele stood to inherit more than one million dollars
in insurance benefits upon John's death.

Bodies in the Back Garden - True Stories of Brutal Murders Close to Home
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An Oklahoma Tragedy
Story of the biggest murder case in the history of northeastern Oklahoma: E. C. Mullendore III,
the 32-year old scion of the most famous family was murdered at his home on the Cross Bell
Ranch in Osage County, Oklahoma in September, 1970.

The Affair
A psychopathic criminal on the run from prison. A family of five held hostage in their home. A
frantic police manhunt across the snowbound Derbyshire moors. Just one survivor. The
definitive account of the terrifying 1977 Pottery Cottage murders that shocked Britain. For three
days, escaped prisoner Billy Hughes played macabre psychological games with Gill Moran and
her family, keeping them in separate rooms of their home while secretly murdering them one
by one. On several occasions Hughes ordered Gill and her husband Richard to leave the
house for provisions, confident that they would return without betraying him in order to protect
their loved ones. Blizzards hampered the desperate police search, but they learned where the
dangerous convict was hiding and closed in on the cottage. A high-speed car chase on icy
roads ended with a crash and the killer being shot as he swung a newly sharpened axe at his
final victim. This was Britain's first instance of police officers committing 'justifiable homicide'
against an escapee. The story of these terrible events is told here by Carol Ann Lee and Peter
Howse, the former chief inspector who saved Gill Moran's life over forty years ago. Peter's
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professional role has permitted access to witness statements, crime scene photographs and
police reports. Peter Howse and Carol Ann Lee have made use of these, along with fresh
interviews with many of those directly involved, to tell a fast-paced and truly shocking story with
great insight and empathy.

The Odyssey of Homer
An account of the criminal investigation and prosecution of Gene Leroy Hart who was charged
with the murder of three Oklahoma Girl Scouts in 1977.

Because of the Hate
"The first book to examine murder through written words. A criminologist and an anthropologist
explore the motives for murder by analyzing the writings of convicted killers as well as
depictions of murder in literature and the media"--

Skull in the Ashes
This poignant well-written book tells the story of a police officer's family and one daughter's
quest for justice long after the heart-wrentching murder of her mother. The author embraces a
legacy of unconditional love and faith to triumph over a life plagued with unspeakable abuse
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and pain. Based on a true story, told with the flow of a novel, spiced with frank wisdom and wit,
Holding My Hand Through Hell encourages the reader to immerse themselves into this family's
life and is an inspiration to become an advocate for change in this world we all share. This
book will incite discussion, debate, and heightened awareness about hope, survival, abuse,
murder, and its impact on our society. In the end, it will leave readers both applauding this
woman as well as wondering how she escaped, sometimes at the eleventh hour. Twenty years
later, she has realized that God must have been holding her hand through hell, delivering her
from the evils of her life in order to save others. Includes a foreword by Diane Fanning, Edgar
nominated award-winning, true crime author.

Frozen Tears: The Fort Leonard Wood MP Murders
From 1910 to 1919, New Orleans suffered at the hands of a serial killer. The story has been
the subject of short stories, novels, and the television series American Horror Story. But the full
story of gruesome murders, accused innocents, public panic, the New Orleans Mafia, and a
mysterious killer has never been written—until now. The Axeman broke into the homes of
Italian grocers in the dead of night, leaving his victims in a pool of blood. Iorlando Jordano and
his son Frank were wrongly accused of one of those murders; corrupt officials convicted them
with coerced testimony. Miriam C. Davis here expertly tells the story of the search for the
Axeman and of the exoneration of the Jordanos. She proves that the person suspected of
being the Axeman was not the killer—and that the Axeman continued killing after leaving New
Orleans in 1919.
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The Third Rainbow Girl
Tells the story of an Illinois man, first convicted in 1983 of murdering his wife and his three
children, whose outward respectability belied his sexual indiscretion and religious extremism,
and the appeal that led to a second trial in the case. Reissue.

American Predator
The 10th-anniversary edition of the No. 1 international bestseller and modern classic beloved
by millions of readers HERE IS A SMALL FACT - YOU ARE GOING TO DIE 1939. Nazi
Germany. The country is holding its breath. Death has never been busier. Liesel, a nine-yearold girl, is living with a foster family on Himmel Street. Her parents have been taken away to a
concentration camp. Liesel steals books. This is her story and the story of the inhabitants of
her street when the bombs begin to fall. SOME IMPORTANT INFORMATION - THIS NOVEL
IS NARRATED BY DEATH The 10th-anniversary edition features pages of bonus content,
including marked-up manuscript pages, original sketches, and pages from the author's writing
notebook.

Unspeakable Acts
INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER An Amazon "Best Book of 2019" A Washington
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Post "10 Books To Read in July" A Los Angeles Times "Seven Highly Anticipated Books for
Summer Reading" A USA Today "20 of the Season's Hottest New Books" A New York Post
"25 Best Beach Reads of 2019 You Need to Pre-Order Now" A Bustle "The Best New True
Crime Books You Can Read Right Now" "Maureen Callahan's deft reporting and stylish writing
have created one of the all-time-great serial-killer books: sensitive, chilling, and completely
impossible to put down." --Ada Calhoun, author of St. Marks Is Dead Ted Bundy. John Wayne
Gacy. Jeffrey Dahmer. The names of notorious serial killers are usually well-known; they echo
in the news and in public consciousness. But most people have never heard of Israel Keyes,
one of the most ambitious and terrifying serial killers in modern history. The FBI considered his
behavior unprecedented. Described by a prosecutor as "a force of pure evil," Keyes was a
predator who struck all over the United States. He buried "kill kits"--cash, weapons, and bodydisposal tools--in remote locations across the country. Over the course of fourteen years,
Keyes would fly to a city, rent a car, and drive thousands of miles in order to use his kits. He
would break into a stranger's house, abduct his victims in broad daylight, and kill and dispose
of them in mere hours. And then he would return home to Alaska, resuming life as a quiet,
reliable construction worker devoted to his only daughter. When journalist Maureen Callahan
first heard about Israel Keyes in 2012, she was captivated by how a killer of this magnitude
could go undetected by law enforcement for over a decade. And so began a project that
consumed her for the next several years--uncovering the true story behind how the FBI
ultimately caught Israel Keyes, and trying to understand what it means for a killer like Keyes to
exist. A killer who left a path of monstrous, randomly committed crimes in his wake--many of
which remain unsolved to this day. American Predator is the ambitious culmination of years of
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interviews with key figures in law enforcement and in Keyes's life, and research uncovered
from classified FBI files. Callahan takes us on a journey into the chilling, nightmarish mind of a
relentless killer, and to the limitations of traditional law enforcement.

Gitchie Girl
A terrified voice cried out in the night. "Who are you? What do you want?" The sound of
snapping twigs closed in on the five teenagers enjoying an evening around a glowing campfire
at Gitchie Manitou State Park. The night of music and laughter had taken a dark turn. Evil
loomed just beyond the tree line, and before the night was over, one of the Midwest's most
horrific mass murders had left its bloodstains spewed across the campsite. One managed to
survive and would come to be known as the "Gitchie Girl." Harrowing memories of the terrifying
crime sent her spiraling out of control, and she grasped at every avenue to rebuild her life. Can
one man, a rescue dog, and a glimmer of faith salvage a broken soul? This true story will touch
your heart and leave you cheering that good can prevail over the depravity of mankind.
Through extensive research, interviews, and personal insight, the authors bring a riveting look
at the heinous crime that shook the Midwest in the early 1970s. Written from rare, inside
interviews with the lone survivor, who broke nearly four decades of silence, this shocking yet
moving story will not soon be forgotten.

The Pottery Cottage Murders
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A stunning, complex narrative about the fractured legacy of a decades-old double murder in
rural West Virginia -- and the writer determined to put the pieces back together. In the early
evening of June 25, 1980 in Pocahontas County, West Virginia, two middle-class outsiders
named Vicki Durian, 26, and Nancy Santomero, 19, were murdered in an isolated clearing.
They were hitchhiking to a festival known as the Rainbow Gathering but never arrived. For
thirteen years, no one was prosecuted for the "Rainbow Murders" though deep suspicion was
cast on a succession of local residents in the community, depicted as poor, dangerous, and
backward. In 1993, a local farmer was convicted, only to be released when a known serial killer
and diagnosed schizophrenic named Joseph Paul Franklin claimed responsibility. As time
passed, the truth seemed to slip away, and the investigation itself inflicted its own traumas -turning neighbor against neighbor and confirming the fears of violence outsiders have done to
this region for centuries. In The Third Rainbow Girl, Emma Copley Eisenberg uses the
Rainbow Murders case as a starting point for a thought-provoking tale of an Appalachian
community bound by the false stories that have been told about it. Weaving in experiences
from her own years spent living in Pocahontas County, she follows the threads of this crime
through the complex history of Appalachia, revealing how this mysterious murder has loomed
over all those affected for generations, shaping their fears, fates, and desires. Beautifully
written and brutally honest, The Third Rainbow Girl presents a searing and wide-ranging
portrait of America -- divided by gender and class, and haunted by its own violence.

Hell Gate
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The evening of November 17, 1978, should have been like any other for the four young
crewmembers closing the Burger Chef at 5725 Crawfordsville Road in Speedway, Indiana.
After serving customers and locking the doors for the night, the kids began their regular
cleanup to ready the restaurant for the following day. But then something went horribly wrong.
Just before midnight, someone muscled into the place, robbed the store of $581 and
kidnapped the four employees. Over the next two days, investigators searched in vain for the
missing crewmembers before their bodies were discovered more than twenty miles away. The
killer or killers were never caught. Join Julie Young on an exploration of one of the most
baffling cold cases in Indiana history.

Axeman of New Orleans
For the killer, there is always the problem of getting rid of the body. Muswell Hill murderer
Dennis Nilsen famously cooked the corpses of his victims in Cranley Gardens and flushed
them down the lavatory, only to be caught when the sewers blocked up. But his first twelve
victims were disposed of in the back garden of his previous home in Melrose Avenue. Fred and
Rosemary West buried the bodies of three of their victims in the back garden of the House of
Horrors at 25 Cromwell Street.Milwaukee cannibal Jeffrey Dahmer began his murderous
career scattering human remains in the backyard of his parents' home in Bath, Ohio. Convicted
killer Peter Tobin went back on trial after two more bodies were found in the back garden of his
former home in Margate. And grisly granny Dorothea Puente murdered lodgers at her boarding
house in Sacramento, California, dispatching them to the backyard while continuing to cash
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their Social Security cheques.This book explores these and many other cases that suggest
that, whatever the motive for murder, the back garden is a convenient place to dump the
corpse. The Mexican drug cartels use it. So do drug dealers in London and sex killers in
France. Benjamin Laing, who killed a father and daughter to steal a ?7,000 car, went one step
further, burying the bodies of his victims in the back garden of his girlfriend's house in Abbey
Wood. She called the police. His crime, she decided, had come just a little bit too close to
home.

Evil Harvest
On a peaceful August morning in 1985, grim-face FBI agents led a dawn raid on an eighty-acre
farm outside Rulo, Nebraska, said to be occupied by a gorup of religious survivalists led by the
charismatic Mike Ryan. What they found on the farm shocked even experience investigators.
For months Ryan's Nebraska neighbors spoke in whispers of gunfire in the night, the
disappearance of women and children, neo-Nazis and white supremacists. But little did the
locals know what was happening to those Mike Ryan decided to punish for their “sins.” In Evil
Harvest, Rod Colvin re-creates a chilling story of torture, hate, and perversion, and how good,
ordinary people could be pulled into a destructive, religious cult—a cult that committed
unthinkable acts in the name of God.

The Truth about Belle Gunness
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This is a 1939 true story about a seventy-three-year-old Navina, Oklahoma, widowed farmer
who was missing when his married daughter and her husband came to his house to fix Sunday
dinner, as had been arranged the day before. The sheriff is called who starts questioning local
neighbors about the missing farmer to find out when he was last seen or if anything suspicious
had been seen in the area. The entire Navina farming community came together for two days
to hunt for the farmer and to determine what had happened to him. The actual town of Navina’s
business buildings no longer exist, which the book includes several pictures of those buildings
during the time before the town of Navina became nonexistent in the 1940s.

Gitchie Girl Uncovered
Freedom Oliver has plenty of secrets. She lives in a small Oregon town and keeps mostly to
herself. Her few friends and neighbors know she works at the local biker bar; they know she
gets arrested for public drunkenness almost every night; they know she’s brash, funny, and
fearless. What they don’t know is that Freedom Oliver is a fake name. They don’t know that
she was arrested for killing her husband, a cop, twenty years ago. They don’t know she put her
two kids up for adoption. They don’t know that she’s now in witness protection, regretting ever
making a deal with the Feds, and missing her children with a heartache so strong it makes her
ill. Then, she learns that her daughter has gone missing, possibly kidnapped. Determined to
find out what happened, Freedom slips free of her handlers, gets on a motorcycle, and heads
for Kentucky, where her daughter was raised. As she ventures out on her own, no longer
protected by the government, her troubled past comes roaring back at her: her husband’s
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vengeful, sadistic family; her brief, terrifying stint in prison; and the family she chose to adopt
her kids who are keeping dangerous secrets. Written with a ferocious wit and a breakneck
pace, Freedom’s Child is a thrilling, emotional portrait of a woman who risks everything to
make amends for a past that haunts her still. From the Hardcover edition.

Dying for Love
"Meticulously researched and tightly woven, The Devil's Harvest is an important story because
it tells us that if [this] can happen in one place, then it can happen in any place. And that's
damn scary."--Michael Connelly, New York Times bestselling author of The Closers, The
Lincoln Lawyer, and The Night Fire A page-turning, suspenseful story of a drug cartel hit man
who got away with murder after murder in California's Central Valley for three decades, The
Devil's Harvest reveals how the criminal justice system fails our most vulnerable immigrant
communities. On the surface, fifty-eight-year-old Jose Martinez didn't seem evil or even that
remarkable- just a regular neighbor, good with cars and devoted to his family. But in between
taking his children to Disneyland and visiting his mom, Martinez was also one of the most
skilled professional killers police had ever seen. He tracked one victim to one of the wealthiest
corners of America, a horse ranch in Santa Barbara, and shot him dead in the morning
sunlight, setting off a decades-long manhunt. He shot another man, a farmworker, right in front
of his young wife as they drove to work in the fields. The widow would wait decades for justice.
Those were murders for hire. Others he killed for vengeance. How did Martinez manage to
evade law enforcement for so long with little more than a slap on the wrist? Because he
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understood a dark truth about the criminal justice system: if you kill the "right people"-people
who are poor, who aren't white, and who don't have anyone to speak up for them-you can get
away with it. Melding the pacing and suspense of a true crime thriller with the rigor of top-notch
investigative journalism, The Devil's Harvest follows award-winning reporter Jessica Garrison's
relentless search for the truth as she traces the life of this assassin, the cops who were always
a few steps behind him, and the families of his many victims. Drawing upon decades of case
files, interrogation transcripts, on-the-ground reporting, and Martinez's chilling handwritten
journals, The Devil's Harvest uses a gripping and often shocking narrative to dig into one of the
most important moral questions haunting our politically divided nation today: Why do some
deaths-and some lives-matter more than others?

Bloody Lies
Based on a true story, this edition of Devil's Knot will tie-in to a major motion picture starring
Academy Award winners Reese Witherspoon and Colin Firth. This riveting portrait of a small
Arkansas town recounts the all-too-true story of a brutal triple murder and the eighteen-year
imprisonment of three innocent teenagers. For weeks in 1993, after the grisly murders of three
eight-year-old boys, police in West Memphis, Arkansas, seemed stumped. Then suddenly,
detectives charged three teenagers - alleged members of a satanic cult - with the killings.
Despite the witch-hunt atmosphere of the trials and a case that included stunning investigative
blunders, the teenagers, who became known as the West Memphis Three, were convicted.
Jurors sentenced Jason Baldwin and Jessie Misskelley to life in prison and Damien Echols, the
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accused ringleader, to death. The guilty verdicts were popular in their home state - even
upheld on appeal - and all three remained in prison until their unprecedented release in August
2011. In Devil's Knot, award-winning investigative journalist Mara Leveritt presents the most
comprehensive, insightful reporting ever done on this story - one of the greatest miscarriages
of justice in American legal history. In-depth research, meticulous reconstruction of the
investigation and close-up views of its key participants unravel the many tangled knots of this
endlessly shocking case.

Who Killed These Girls?
“There is, in the best of us, a search for the truth, to serve the living and dead alikeJax Miller is
one of those people and Hell in the Heartland is one of those books.”—Robert Graysmith, New
York Times bestselling author of Zodiac As seen in HuffPost · OK! Magazine · CrimeReads ·
LitHub's "Best New Summer Books" S-Town meets I'll Be Gone in the Dark in this strangerthan-fiction cold case from rural Oklahoma that has stumped authorities for two decades,
concerning the disappearance of two teenage girls and the much larger mystery of murder,
possible police cover-up, and an unimaginable truth On December 30, 1999, in rural
Oklahoma, sixteen-year-old Ashley Freeman and her best friend, Lauria Bible, were having a
sleepover. The next morning, the Freeman family trailer was in flames and both girls were
missing. While rumors of drug debts, revenge, and police corruption abounded in the years
that followed, the case remained unsolved and the girls were never found. In 2015, crime writer
Jax Miller--who had been haunted by the case--decided to travel to Oklahoma to find out what
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really happened on that winter night in 1999, and why the story was still simmering more than
fifteen years later. What she found was more than she could have ever bargained for: evidence
of jaw-dropping levels of police negligence, entire communities ravaged by methamphetamine
addiction, and a series of interconnected murders with an ominously familiar pattern. These
forgotten towns were wild, lawless, and home to some very dark secrets.
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